
Newsletter #3 Eastercon Edition

Our third newsletter doubles as an introduction for Eastercon.  Last year saw us 
handing out leaflets, but this year we have actual books to promote!

February saw us at the Sci-Fi Weekender in Pwllhelli, where we caught up with a 
number of our writers and editors, among them Theresa Derwin, who was on some 
panels, and Matt Sylvester, who was on a mission to get contributions to his forthcoming 
nazi undead anthology, Raus! Untoten! 

Looking forwards, several titles launch imminently: Grimm & Grimmer  Vol. 2, 
Machina Mortis  (a long-awaited Steampunk horror anthology), New Tales of the Old 
Ones, Potatoes! and A Scoundrel in Bohemia, a tête-bêche taster set in our forthcoming 
steampunk Sherlock Holmes universe. 

Work is also proceeding apace on the world-building phases of our SF anthology 
Black Knights, White Heat  and on our Alice's Adventures in London, Underground 
series.

+NEWS+NEWS+NEWS+NEWS+NEWS+NEWS+NEWS+NEWS+NEWS+NEWS+NEWS+

CREATING THE MORIARTY PARADIGM
Last issue we announced a series of Sherlock 
Holmes novels set in an alternative steampunk 
universe. This month we can announce four 
prequels, which will reveal how that universe was 
created, with a little help from H.G. Wells.

Journey of the Chronic Argonauts

by Steve Lockley

Steve, who is well-known in horror and Dr. Who 
circles, will be recounting the great detective's 
investigation into Wells' original time travellers, Dr 
Moses Nebogipfel and Rev. Elijah Cook.

The Crown Jewel by Terri Osborne

Perhaps the most iconic of Moriarty's crimes is the 
Tower of London heist, yet it never made an 
appearance in the original books. Here, Starfleet 
Corps of Engineers' Terri Osborne reveals the real 
story behind the Professor's greatest crime.

The Influence Engine by Jan Edwards

Editor and author Jan Edwards delves into the 
more romantic side of Holmes... or does she? Here 
we discover the real story behind the time Holmes 
almost ended up in holy wedlock, thanks of course 
to his nemesis, Moriarty.

The Testament of James Moriarty
by Simon Bucher-Jones

Dr Who and Faction Paradox writer Simon 
Bucher-Jones revisits one of H.G. Wells' most 
famous tales, The Time Machine, in the form of a 
confessional by the time traveller himself, 
Professor James Moriarty.

As with the first series, these novels will initially 
be released as ebooks during 2013, with a collected 
volume next year. And it doesn't end there...

We've had lots of interest in short story mash-ups 
based on the Holmes canon, and also in original 
steampunk stories involving the great detective. 
We have given in to these demands, and the first of 
a series of tête-bêche chapbooks set in the Moriarty 
paradigm should be released by May.

For those not in the know, a tête-bêche is a book 
that publishes two stories back-to-back (rather like 
the old Ace Doubles).  The first of these will be A 
Scoundrel in Bohemia  and The Lavender Men 
by Adem Rolfe, after which we will start releasing 
further volumes in chronological sequence...

Next issue we will be following up with a series of 
interviews with our authors.



THE CATCH-UP

We introduced the catch-up last time around, and it makes sense we keep it as an up-to date 
record of where we are on various projects. Okay, truth be told it was so useful we scribbled 
all over the last newsletter to keep things up to date, so a commitment to update you is also a 
commitment to update us!

Title Format Author/Editor Status Imprint

Ain't No Sanity Clause anthology ed. Theresa Derwin Out now from Amazon. Fringeworks

Grimm & Grimmer #1 anthology ed. Theresa Derwin Out now from Amazon. Fringeworks

Andromeda's Offspring anthology ed. Theresa Derwin Out in April 
More news at our website.

Fringeworks

Grimm & Grimmer #2 anthology ed. Theresa Derwin Out in April Fringeworks

Machina Mortis anthology ed. Sam Gafford Out in April KWP

New Tales of the Old Ones anthology ed. Mike Dick Out in April KWP

Soul Survivors:
Hometown Tales Vol 2

anthology ed. Rod Nojek Out in April/May. KWP

Potatoes! anthology ed. Theresa Derwin Out in April/May. 
More news at our website.

Fringeworks

Grimm & Grimmer #3 anthology ed. Theresa Derwin Out in May/June Fringeworks

A Scoundrel in Bohemia/ 
The Lavender Men

tête bêche Adem Rolfe Out in May/June. Fringeworks

Rom Zom Com anthology ed. Theresa Derwin Out in May/June. KWP

Tiki Terror Tales anthology tbc Out in May/June. KWP

Dead Men's Tales anthology ed. Adrian Middleton Deadline for submissions: May 29th KWP

Raus! Untoten anthology ed. Matt Sylvester Deadline for submissions: June 10th KWP

The Descent of Fan essays ed. Steve Jones Out later this year. 
More news at our website.

Fringeworks

Black Knights, White Heat anthology ed. Adrian Middleton Expressions in.
More news at our website  .   

Fringeworks

Alice's Adventures in 
London, Underground

12 x 
novellas 

ed. Colin Fisher Expressions in. 
More news at our website.

Fringeworks

A Study in Steampunk novel David A McIntee Out later this year. 
More news at our website.

Fringeworks

Vallis Timoris novel Mike Chinn Out later this year.  
More news at our website.

Fringeworks

The Sign of V novel Damon Cavalchini Out later this year.  
More news at our website.

Fringeworks

Curse of the Baskervilles novel Jonathan Green Out later this year. 
More news at our website.

Fringeworks

The Journey of the Chronic 
Argonauts

novel Steve Lockley Out later this year 
More news at our website.

Fringeworks

Her Dark Voice anthology ed. Theresa Derwin Invitation only; due out September 
2013.

KWP

NeaDNAthal anthology ed. Adrian Middleton Call for submissions imminent Fringeworks

The Last Diner anthology ed. Theresa Derwin Call for submissions imminent KWP

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Aint-No-Sanity-Clause-ebook/dp/B00AN9ZHNS%20
http://www.fringeworks.co.uk/blog/?p=276%20
http://www.fringeworks.co.uk/blog/?p=291%20
http://www.fringeworks.co.uk/blog/?p=264%20
http://www.fringeworks.co.uk/blog/?p=259%20
http://www.fringeworks.co.uk/blog/?p=174%20
http://www.fringeworks.co.uk/blog/?p=144%20
http://www.fringeworks.co.uk/blog/?p=102
http://www.fringeworks.co.uk/blog/?p=55%20
http://www.fringeworks.co.uk/blog/?p=129%20
http://www.fringeworks.co.uk/blog/?p=170%20
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Grimm-Grimmer-Volume-One-ebook/dp/B00BAFF1TY%20


Creative Care: Helping the Medium Well

Originally posted in THE TESLAGRAPH by Adrian Middleton http://fringeworks-ltd.livejournal.com/1121.html 

Being a writer  or  an artist  is  different  from most  other vocations.  You 

either are one, or you're not. 

It's  true you can hone and polish your skills as you can with any 

other job, and you can learn techniques or ways of selling yourself to the 

industry, but the bottom line is that it all starts with a creative mind and a 

blank page.

Of course,  having the ability  to  write  or  draw or  paint  is  nothing 

without the time to do it, and while many successful writers and artists 

can keep down a full time job while honing their craft, there's another 

bunch of people who struggle to find the time for a very different set of reasons. I think it's time to 

devote some of my time to help those writers and artists in a way that no amount of writing 

courses or still life classes can ever hope to address.

We don't yet know the figures, but there are many people trapped at home, either suffering 

from health issues or caring for others, whose only desire is to become a writer or an artist who 

can supplement the support  they already get  with an income and a little  of  the respect  and 

recognition that their more able, and more employable peers often take for granted.

Being at home doesn't automatically mean having the time to write or paint, even though 

many people imagine that it might be the case. Being creative is as much a job as any other, and 

for it to compete with the demands of a hard to manage illness or with the difficulties associated 

with providing full time care to a loved one, people need help.

There are a lot of writers and artists out there who struggle with these issues, and there 

seem to be few people out there in a position to do something about it. I'm not entirely sure I am 

either, but I've taken the bull by the horns and had a preliminary meeting with Theresa Derwin 

about setting up a community interest company that will do exactly that.

For  those  of  you  that  may  not  know,  Theresa  is  the  editor  of  some  of  Fringeworks'  

anthologies, and her enthusiasm for the business has seen our commitments and our ambitions 

grow  much  faster  than  I  expected,  bringing  in  KnightWatch  Press  as  a  new  imprint,  and 

persuading many writers and friends to give the new kids on the block a chance.

Together we're setting up something called Creative Care, and we'll be looking to get some 

research off  the ground and to identify some of the practical means of support that might be 

offered to writers who have care and responsibility needs. It has to be separate from Fringeworks,  

because the last thing we want to do is be seen as a publisher that caters for people with special 

requirements. We aren't, but we do want to be able to cater to people's requirements equitably.

So who are they? These writers and artists with care and responsibility issues? Well, they're 

http://fringeworks-ltd.livejournal.com/1121.html


just typical home-based writers and artists who struggle to realise their dream of getting into print. 

We're not talking about success here, but about getting by, and having the chance to do something 

they love because they can.

I  say typical,  but  that's  an assumption based only on my personal observations.  There 

seem  to  be  people  out  there  who juggle  writing  with  their  responsibility  as  carers,  or  with 

continuing ailments that stand in the way of full-time employment. In my experience, many of 

these people, especially at the moment, are stuck in a grey area where they are struggling to get 

recognition for their disabilities, failing to get benefit or support for themselves or those they care 

for, and also fighting to convince prospective employers that they are well enough to work. They 

have  to  pace  themselves,  and  be  very  selective  about  where  and  how  they  make  public 

appearances in order to connect with their fans.

The thing to remember about writers and artists  is  that many of  them are freelancers. 

There is a joke about actors, who say their default situation is "unemployed" or "between gigs", and 

that is no less true of writers and artists. But at least actors have support from charities like the 

Water Rats, who provide transport and respite care. 

As freelancers, writers and artists often struggle with health insurance. Okay, in the UK we 

have the NHS, but Stateside I hear horror stories about authors seeking funds to pay for critical 

healthcare to help them to keep writing.

Age  is  another  issue  unique to  writers  and artists.  Some people  start  their  careers  in 

earnest when they retire, while others remain popular and in demand late into their lives. Either  

way that means older people in a second career with all sorts of extra considerations.

So let's assume you at least agree there a lot of folk out there who need this kind of help,  

and that we can raise the funds to demonstrate this truth to others, and that we can support such 

research with some case-studies about real writers and artists with real care and responsibility 

issues.

What can we actually DO for them?

Well, that's for them to tell us. We can't assume anything, but we have a good idea from 

conversations we've already had about the sort of things that might be appreciated. Here are a few 

of those ideas:

1. A Register of Writers and Artists: If we know who is out there and what their issues are, 

then we can also sign them up on a register of need. By registering we can better identify 

who would and wouldn't qualify for the sort of support we'd like to offer.

2. A Community of Users: Together those who have registered will form a community, and 

from that community we would hope to establish a user group that could function as a 

board of trustees. This in turn could become the charity whose objects our community 

interest company would serve.

3. A Publisher's Compact: With a user group identified, we can talk to other publishers and 



get them involved. This would mean drawing up a compact between the community of 

users and those publishers, and that agreement would set out a number of considerations 

that  might  be  offered  to  those  who  are  registered  and  verified  as  having  care  and 

responsibility issues. The sort of considerations we're talking about might include:

 Use of Volunteers:   By sourcing volunteers with care and responsibility issues, we 

could work with them to help achieve their ambitions. If they volunteer, publishers 

can provide a statement telling the decision makers of the difficulties they face, and 

of their desire to overcome them. Or they can provide prospective employers with a 

statement of their needs, giving them a reference and explaining the advantage of 

having flexible part-time workers. 

 Confidentiality:   Publishers  don't  need  to  know  what  a  person's  care  and 

responsibility issues are. They just need to know that you can deliver, and when. 

But health issues can make meeting deadlines hard, and despite their willingness 

to help, many publishers just don't have the leeway to extend deadlines or to give 

no assistance to one person while making special arrangements for another. In the 

name of  being  fair,  writers  and artists  with  care  and responsibility  issues  may 

struggle to get work where their more able peers succeed, even when the fruit of 

their labours might be of a better standard. Through a compact we could broker a 

little leeway. All the publishers have to do, besides signing up to the scheme, is to 

display a logo that says they will take the needs of those registered with the scheme 

into account. All that those with care and responsibility needs would then have to 

do is sign up, and to work with us to identify what their needs might be.

4. Transport  and  Event  Support: Events  are  another  area  where  writers  with  care  or 

responsibility issues may need extra support, from the right kinds of gopher assistance, 

mobility aids or accessibility, to help with transport, travel insurance, food requirements or 

somewhere to rest. Many writers and artists with these needs don't want people to know 

about their issues, and want to present themselves as able and healthy, especially to their 

loyal  fans.  With  many  events  run  by  fans,  confidentiality  can  be  difficult,  and  well-

meaning organisers can overlook the obvious. 

We also know that some event organizers genuinely fear having to make special 

arrangements for writers and artists with additional needs. We could offer a health-check 

for these events that organisers could sign up to, plus impartial advice that they could 

access. This would allow the challenges faced by many writers and artists to be addressed 

sensitively and consistently.

5. Work Aids: Home workers often miss out on the benefits of occupational health support, 

from the right kind of chair and computer hardware/software, to visual or other aids that 

might make a writer with care and responsibility issues more productive.

6. Care  assistance:  Care  and  respite  homes  often  don't  provide  the  right  kind  of 



environment for a writer or artist who might resist getting the right care and attention for 

fear of losing their livelihood. Writing and art are lifelong vocations, and if home visitors or 

extra facilities in respite care are needed, then who can help?

Putting all  of  this  into perspective,  Theresa and I  would like to work with writers,  artists  and 

publishers to set up a support scheme to help our own. To do this we need to raise funds, to 

conduct  research,  to  gather  case  studies,  to  develop  volunteer  programmes  and  to  develop 

publicity material to raise awareness of these issues.

If you're a writer or an artist with whom this article has struck a chord, please get in touch, 

tell us your story, and let us better understand how we, or others, might help. Even better, let us 

know if you want to join us;

If you're a publisher that already gives support to writers and artists in this situation, please 

let  us  know  and  share  your  experiences  of  how  you  have  helped  to  achieve  some  positive 

outcomes, or if you'd like to give more help, but need more information, please let us know, and 

tell us how you think we could help you, how you can help us, and what sort of service you would  

want if you signed up to a scheme or campaign to lend this kind of support;

If you run an event – be it a full-blown convention or a local writers' workshop – please 

invite us along so we can share some questionnaires with your attendees, and if you have the 

space we'd love to run some workshops to explore this further;

If you're a fan of writers and artists, especially of those who might need our support, then 

let us know that you're prepared to give us your support. We'll put your details into a mailing list 

and when we know what sort of help we can offer, we'll write to you about how you can help us 

take things forwards.

Creative Care is a fledgeling Community Interest Company seeking to provide support for writers  

and artists with care and responsibility issues. We are currently looking for partners, sponsors  

and trustees to help us get started. For further information contact adrian@fringeworks.co.uk. 

THE INSANITY NEVER GOES AWAY...
If you missed our first anthology, Ain't No Sanity Clause, when it 
appeared with just twelve days to Christmas, then don't despair, 
because the madness is still available on Amazon, in both kindle and 
paperback formats. Look out for some fun stories from Damon 
Cavalchini, Mike Chinn, Caroline Cormack, Cathy Douglas, Colin 
Fisher, GP Francis, Jonathan Green, Joel Lane, Lucy Robertson, 
Michele Roger, Adem Rolfe, Lizz Ayn-Shaarawi and Neville 
Watkins.

Edited by Theresa Derwin and with a foreword by zombie 
author Iain McKinnon, we're so happy with the end result that we 
think we've started something of a Christmas tradition, although 
we're still working on a title for this year's anthology and Theresa is 
already thinking about a steampunk advent calendar... 

mailto:adrian@fringeworks.co.uk


WORLD BUILDING & RULE BREAKING

Mottos and mission statements aren't just 

weasel words to sex up a presentation. They 

sit at the core of any business that uses 

them, and help differentiate their offer from 

that of the competition.

World Building

Ultimately we want to carve our niche as a 

small press publisher focused not just on 

fiction, but on the wider opportunities that 

shared worlds and characters within the 

public-domain might offer. In the 1980s a 

typical role-player would follow companies 

like Midnight Rose and read shared-world 

anthologies like Wild Cards and Thieves' 

World. The idea that people could 

collaboratively create a shared universe in 

which their creations could interact was a 

powerful one, and one which led to an 

interest in the spin-offs of Doctor Who and 

other commercial properties. 

Very soon the protection of intellectual 

property and copyright became a much 

greater concern, and publishers shied away 

from the notion of shared worlds in favour of 

licences and franchises and all the things that 

give a writer nightmares. Of course, as fear 

and protectionism in literature grew, so did 

the number of world-sharing authors. First it 

was the likes of George R R Martin, but the 

role-playing contingent has grown, and some 

of the best opportunities for would-be authors 

 have come from games companies. At a 

recent convention, a seven strong panel on 

world-building consisted of six role-playing 

authors, most of whom based their fictional 

worlds on role-playing campaigns.

Sadly, The modern games company is more 

protective of brand and IP than ever, and the 

concept of creative freedom has been severely 

restrained. Even at Fringeworks we are forced 

to protect our shared properties by invoking 

'work-made-for-hire', but the truth is, we do it 

because we have to, not because we want to.

Our shared worlds are collaborative, 

iterative, and expansive. We might start with 

steampunk Sherlock Holmes, but where will 

that universe end? There is as much fun in 

the creation as in the utilization, and we 

aren't alone in that belief. There are authors 

out there interested in creating shareable 

universes, either creator-owned or shared 

with their peers, and they're not just interested 

in books or short stories. A shared world can 

lend itself to games, gamebooks, coffee-table 

volumes, card games, video games, indie 

films. They are, like comic-books before them, 

the engine of modern brand-building.

Rule Breaking

It is a sad truth though, that brands come and 

go, and that many properties get tied up in 

acrimonious rights-battles that prevent 

something popular from ever seeing the light 

of day.

It wasn't always thus. Look not just at 

recent copyright emigres like Sherlock 

Holmes or Cthulhu, but look further back, to 

the folk-tales. Did copyright ruin Robin 

Hood's integrity? No, only Kevin Costner could 

manage that. What about King Arthur? The 

Three Musketeers? Again, no, as popular as 

ever and still more likely to get a true 

representation  of  the  original tales than, say,



Superman, Batman or the Avengers. There is 

an argument that comic-book heroes are the 

Olympians of their day, but the truth is they 

are controlled and protected from those who 

adore them most by the very laws that keep 

creativity in check. If Mickey Mouse can't 

make a break into the public domain, what 

chance have the men in tights got?

The time has surely come to take a 

new approach, to use copyright to protect the 

birthing pangs of a property while it is still 

taking shape, and then to set it free upon the 

world unfettered by trademark or image 

rights.

Take the Tolkiens and the big film 

companies. The former protect their interests 

rigorously, and yet they disapprove of movies 

they believe might shape future perceptions 

of the works of JRR Tolkien, even though Lord 

of the Rings was deemed by some to be the 

greatest book of the twentieth century. Would 

they not achieve more by unleashing Tolkien's 

works into the public domain for all to 

exploit? That way, the reinterpretations will 

always revisit the source material, and the 

integrity of the original will go on for 

centuries, just like it did for Shakespeare, 

about whom there are more books than 

about any one of the plays that he penned. 

There is no definitive Hamlet, just as 

there is no definitive Sherlock Holmes, and 

more importantly, there is no definitive 

interpretation of Holmes or Hamlet. Nothing 

threatens the integrity of the author's creation, 

but everything raises awareness of it, and 

those who can exploit it do so, make their 

money, and then move on, never expecting 

that the character's journey, or the universe in 

which he travels, will ever come to an end.

Which brings us neatly to the point of this 

ramble: our mission.

We want people to sit up and notice we're 

doing things differently. We're small enough 

to innovate and experiment, and to challenge 

what others might call commercial sense in 

favour of creativity. We believe that if you do 

new and clever stuff, it will attract new and 

clever stuff, and if you give people freedom, 

they will build something new and enduring.

We're a publisher that wants our stuff 

to be collectible, and to do that we need to 

steal the methods used by the big boys. We 

need to build brands that stand up across 

media. Novels, game books, computer games, 

RPGs, world books, there's space for 

everything, and the collector in me was 

always chasing the property. A certain book 

range had only 4,777 regular, loyal fans. Those 

fans were so loyal they bought everything, 

month in, month out. 3 novels a month, a 

magazine, a DVD, a couple of fanzines. One 

fan could spend £50 a month on his favourite 

property. With 4,777 sales those books were 

repeatedly on bestseller lists, made tons of 

money for the publisher, not so much for the 

authors, but it became a predictable, steady 

market – and guess what publishers crave 

most?

So, next time you think you might 

pitch a clever twist on an old idea to 

someone, think of Fringeworks. Bring us your 

King Arthurs and your Sherlocks, your fairy 

tales and your Cthulhu myths, your zombies 

and your Dick Turpins. Share with us your 

next great creative idea, and consider doing 

something different. We are sure to grow, and 

in the process we might just bring you along 

with us...



First up is Machina Mortis – Steampunk'd Tales of 
Terror. This long-awaited anthology, edited by Sam 
Gafford, finally sees print with a mix of new steampunk 
tales with an extra turn of the gears... horror. By the time 
you read this, the book should be available in kindle and 
paperback editions on Amazon. If not, be patient, it's 
days away...

Hot on its heels comes New Tales of the Old Ones. 
Edited by Michael C Dick and Theresa Derwin, this 
equally long-awaited book of Lovecraftian terror will be 
available on kindle and in paperback this April.

Coming soon will be Soul Survivors – Hometown Tales, Vol. 2, an 
anthology inspired by the works of David Moody, UK author of Hater 
and  the  Autumn series.  These  tales  will  leave  you  as  alone  and 
terrified as the survivors who tell them. You have been warned...

And finally, our most recent release, already available on Amazon, is 
Ultimate Angels – Tales of Winged Warriors, thirteen tales of mythic 
horror  edited  by  Elizabeth  LaFord.  From a  downtown  diner  to  a 
backwards Maine township harbouring a dark secret, indulge in the 
next big think, and savour an angel...

And the books we still have for sale...

News from the Knight Watch
The lot of the independent small press is far from an 
easy one, and making the shift from publisher to 
another can be a lot more complex than you might 
imagine. Different processes, different contracts, 
different software, different websites and, most 
importantly of all, different networks, all have to be 
synchronised.

Add to that the shoestring budget, the limited 
manpower, the minimal rewards and the need for 
real life to overtake things at a moment's notice and 
you have a recipe for chaos. Here we all are, in it for 
the passion, and all we get is the pain... manan

This month's pain has involved getting out books delayed by all the aforementioned pain 
and penury. Reworking contracts, re-establishing contact with writers and editors, and 
establishing trust from people who don't know us from Adam.

Fortunately, our passion drives us, and as a result we are launching some books 
which, for Fringeworks readers, will come like a bolt from the blue, while for 
KnightWatch Press fans, they're books that many had thought might never see the light of 
day.

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Ultimate-Angels-Tales-Winged-Warriors/dp/0987874748


++TALES FROM THE BELL CLUB++CODE Z++LITTLE STORIES FOR THE SMALLEST ROOM++KALEB++THE DEMON KING++RISE OF THE FIEND++

ALL AVAILABLE ON KINDLE AND IN PAPERBACK ON AMAZON.CO.UK AND AMAZON.COM

www.knightwatch.info

*
FIRST EXPRESSIONS

As an exclusive to newsletter subscribers, we continue to share a glimpse of our future schedules to gauge  
your appetite for what we have on offer. If you're keen to write for us, then why not express your interest in  
our publications en-masse? All you have to do is sent an email to us at  submissions@fringeworks.co.uk, 
telling us which books you may like to write for, and why. Be sure to put FIRST EXPRESSIONS into the 
subject-header of your email.

Future Fringeworks Titles: Dante's World (an alt.history about mankind's influence over Dante's Inferno); 
Dead Famous (an alt.history of dead celebrities locked in a secret war with the Men in Black); The Ends of 
the Earth (a comedy anthology inspired by Douglas Adams);  Ministry of Shadows (an alt.history about 
supernatural espionage);  Moondust & other stories (a shared future history of mankind's struggle with a 
moon-based vampire nation); NeaDNAthal (an anthology of contemporary and futuristic neanderthal tales); 
The  Next  Big  Thing (an  anthology  of  futures  transformed  by  future  technology);  The  Octobriana 
Chronicles (an  anthology  about  Russia's  topless  counter-culture  wonder  woman);  Ormond  Sacker, 
Steampunk Detective (a Sherlock Holmes spin-off);  Overspill (SF Noir  stories set  on an overcrowded 
Earth);  Tales  of  the Black Masque (an ongoing series  of  supernatural  pulp detective stories);  Tempus 
Templiers (an anthology of original Templar SF set in the past, the present and the future); Teslapunk (an 
anthology of tales inspired by the life and science of Nikola Tesla); and The Yule Clock (Our steampunky 
flash-fiction advent calendar); 

Future KnightWatch Titles: Coffin Dodgers (an anthology about the geriatric undead);  The Last Diner 
(an anthology of terror tales set in some very unsavoury eateries);  Thoroughly Modern Mummies (an 
anthology of modern mummy tales);  and  Zombie Princess (an anthology where the good and the gory 
collide).These books are either waiting to be announced, sitting in our in-tray, or else resting in our sandbox 
until  we need inspiration. For some we will  call  for submissions, while others might first appear with a  
request for expressions of interest. If we know who might be interested, then we can target writers either 
with the books they've said they're keen on, or else similar ones that may come along as time and whim 
allow. Obviously, the stronger the interest in a given book, the sooner it will appear in our future schedules..

mailto:submissions@fringeworks.co.uk


AND FOR THAT MATTER...
We're  always  interested  in  hearing  your  ideas  and  proposals  (but  leave  the 
manuscripts until we've at least got a dialogue going). We're particularly interested 
in alt.histories and shared worlds, and we'd be especially interested in ideas that 
can be  spun  out  into  game-books,  world-book and role-playing  games,  so  if 
anybody out there has some experience of these, do drop us a line.

*

WE STILL WANT YOUR FEEDBACK...

We want you to know that you've received our mailing list for one of five reasons:  You 
asked; You’ve submitted a story to us; You befriended us on Facebook; You followed us on 
twitter; Someone recommended that we send it to you!

If  you  don’t  want  to  receive  our  newsletter,  just  opt  out  by  emailing  us  at 
mailing@fringeworks.co.uk. 

CURRENT CALLS FOR SUBMISSIONS
All  of  our  open  calls  for 
submissions  are  announced 
to the duotrope community at 
www.duotrope.com and  on 
Fringeworks'  own  website  at 
www.fringeworks.co.uk.

For further information email 
enquiries@fringeworks.co.uk.

GRIMM IS
AS GRIMMER DOES...
Our second anthology, Grimm & Grimmer, is the first in an ongoing 
series of dark and twisted fairy tale retellings, is still available on 
Amazon, with the release of the second volume following imminently. 
Only six stories in this volume, with many more to follow every couple 
of months throughout the coming year.

Volume 1 contains stories by Lynda Collins, Colin Fisher, 
Theresa Derwin, Jan Edwards, Hannah Lackoff and William Meikle.

Raus! Untoten!
June 10th 2013

Dead Men's Tales
May 29th 2013
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